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MONDAY
Hatonn present in the Light of Radiance. Be careful, dear ones, this
is Rosh Hashana, the early days of
the the Khazarian Holida s. To
you blessed Judaists, il bring
greetings from the Source unto you
who are continually tar eted by
your own brothers for Ko, these
generations of passage--and now,
you must be targeted again by the
very ones who have stolen our
heritage.
God of Light shalr be
with you and hold ou close if you
will but ask in Tru x and intent.
The dark shadowed ones of the
place now called Israel are on the
eve of the blackest manipulation
and evil intent--upon your place-the await the invading of Jordan
ancl the casting out of the Palestinians from their homeland.
Tl=Y
chide and taunt and blackmail--yes,
BLACKMAIL and now, having received the $10 BILLION dollars in
ransom are again changing the
participation--“We will not attend
the Peace negotiations if the Palestinians are represented.”
The
world is out of control!

surprise--much less a disappointment that the Editorial Staff of
SPOTLIGHT
is now in fullfledged support of Yeltsin and
refers to him as a genuinely focused “Populist”.
Please see to it that this is sent
immediately to Col. Gritz.
To you who doubt, I shall simply
ask Dharma to quote from a major
Editorial article from the front
page. Keep in mind that the entire
‘Coup“ was a total hoax and the
“freedom” coming to the Baltic
nations is but an illusion.
l-hey
cannot function alone and there
will be demanded a central parliament wherein the entire of the
“prior” Soviet Union will have
representatives to the central government--the separation is in name
only!

EXTREMELY
DISAPPUINTING?
This should not even come as a

$20

SPOTLIGHT means, when the
use this term, are two entirely di Pferent animals. The Establishment
uses it in almost a pejorative sense,
meaning that Yeltsin appeals to
people’s “baser” motivattons, such
as nationalism, ethnic pride, antielitism and yearning for individual
Remember when the
freedom.
newly elected Yeltsin toured the
United States last year? He was
depicted as a Russian oddity, a
rather crude but entertainin buffoon capable of downing a Ptfth of
vodka while showing no signs of
it.
When Yeltsin attended a meeting
of the European Parliament last
year, The SPOTLIGHT reported
the rude treatment he received at
the hands of Europe’s liberals, who
snubbed him and refused to let him
speak, causing him to leave in
frustration and anger.

Quote:
American
ro-communist Lincoln
Steffens, aRer returning from a trip
to the Soviet Union in the 1920’s,
said, “I have seen the future and tt
works. ”
Oh, yeah?

To finish the
Dharma,
we will speak of apparently
unattached subject material but tt
must be spoken of--the SPOTLIGHT Populist Party and the
MIA/POW executions in Asia. We
will also need to speak to the situation with the marked money and
the awaiting recall and change to
World Currency (colored notes).

93581.
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Ask Boris Yeltsin.
Yeltsin, the
president of the Russian Re ublic
and the new power in the Eoviet
Union--thanks to his courageous
defiance of the
nlotters and
his abilit to rally the Russian people--is, K
The trouble is, nobody in the Establishment media understands this
term, although they apply it freely
to Yeltsin. Yet what the Establishment means, and what The
i
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Now that he is the man ;o reckon
with, however, the Establishment
media warns repeatedly that he is
an unknown quantity, that his a P
peals to nationaibs; could easi.y
chauvmtstlc
metamorphose
bigotry, interrepublic warfare and
general chaos.
In other words,
they dislike him because he clearly
hasn’t had the sense
out
of him. Because of their lack of
understanding,
they also know
nothing about the true nature of the
Soviet breakup, nor what it portends for the future.
Yeltsin’s asc:nsion represents the
best and highest aspirations of his
people. He is saying “no” to the
defunct imperialtstic
communist
system and is ushering in a new
epoch in this globe’s history where
the people will rule themselves.
#5

Where he will run into trouble in
the West, however, is when he
also, inevitably, sa s “no” to the
international capit al’ists who will
rush in to rab up the goodies left
behind by #I e fleeing communists.
Because, as any--

Quote: American servicemen still
held as prisoners of war and their
families have been double-crossed
by what was intended as a means
to finally force an accounting of
the missing Americans.
The recently established Senate
Select Committee on POW’s and
MIA’s is bein used by its chairman, Sen. Jo i n Kerry (D-Mass)

TRUE POPULIST
understands, international finance
capitalism and communism are
merely two sides of the same coin
of materialism and greed.
Yeltsin will be merely the first of
many leaders worldwide who will
come to recognize this fact. Now
that there is no communist threat
any longer, the entire false dichotom of capitalism vs. communism, Yeft vs. right, conservative
vs. liberal, will crumble--is, indeed, already splintering, as can be
seen by the perplexity of conservative anti-communists m the wake of
the Soviet downfall,
and the
strange reluctance of the anachronistic liberal Establishment to embrace the changes taking place in
the Soviet Union.
Now that there is-NO COMMUNIST

THREAT

to distract the people any lon er,
attention will focus upon the f ailings of international capitalism,
and the remarkable similarities
between it and communism. Both
reject notions of right and wrong,
both benefit a small elite minority,
both aimed to “take over the
world”, and both inevitably will
end in crashing failures, leaving
the masses with nothing, while the
privileged Elite of both systems
ride out the tough times in Rolls
Royces and country estates.
Yeltsin will attempt to steer his
nation along the middle course of
populism, which romises that the
middle class will IIte free to engage
in enterprises without interference
from monopolistic capitalists or
property-confiscating
communists.
zis isewhy L;zElearn
the enmity
international
bankers an B finance capitalists who
will seek to enslave his people
through debt, just as assuredly as
the Russian people were formerly
enslaved by the repudiated system
of Marxism-Leninism.

and
not to
account for the missing R mericans,
but instead to push for lifting the
U.S. trade embargo with Hanoi.

END OUOTING.
No, I have NOT said that all in the
SPOTLIGHT was even worthy of
mention--I have often said that
MOST OF WHAT IS IN THE
PUBLICATION IS ONLY ESTABLISHMENT PROPAGANDA
TO DELUDE YOU-THE-PEOPLE. There are, however, enough
excellent truths to keep all of you
reading while you are fed the
above lies.
This is where you
MUST BE DISCERNING--a aper
of that type, operating rig Rt in
Washin on, D.C. 0, Zionists)
and stiP1 existin , tel 7s its own
stor --IT
8 THREAT TO
TH6 ESTABLISHMENT
AND
THE STORIES WHICH ARE
LEAKED THROUGH INDICATE
THE POWER HELD BY THE
GOVERNING ELITE--NOT THE
WELFARE OF YOUR NATION
AND/OR WORLD. You are still
iven EXACTLY THAT WHICH
+ HEY DESIRE YOU TO BE
TOLD!
Here is a major point of the
“Populist Party” desiring to “run”
Col. Gritz for

The double-cross started when
Kerry, upon receiving his appointment to head the new select
commmittee,
left for Southeast
Asia on a fact-finding mission to
run down recent reports of live
Americans being seen and photographed in captivity.
As it
turned out,

%a

8
a

and

,
3

a

Kerr ‘s first ste
after leavin
Sou x east Asia, wRere he met wi B
communist Vietnamese and Cambodian offtcials, was to fly to Budapest, Hungary for a meeting of
the “INSTITUTE” (Aspen).

a
SELLOUT

We told you this would happen,
but I believe you now need details
of the fiasco cover-up played out at
the expense of hundreds of your
beloved one’s lives in this past
several weeks.

2
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IN BANGKOK

The betrayal of America’s missing
during Kerry’s trip to Southeast
Asia began m Bangkok, where he
said he was
for a ress
conference but instead met Por a
briefing by the U.S. Chamber of
Commerce, which has long been
pressuring the administration of
President George Bush to lift the
trade embargo.
Kerry
#5

briefed by

Raymond Eaton,
who heads the Export Development
Trading Corp., which is heavil
involved in doing business wi x
Vietnam for the British Bankers
under the Royal Family directions
through the Committee of 300.
EATON IS THE ONE TO TALK
TO ABOUT TRADE AND DOING BUSINESS WITH VIETNAM. Eaton is a leading figure
and proponent who works closely
with the U.S. Chamber of Commerce, in the effort to get the Bush
administration to establish trade
ties with Hanoi, from which HIS
FIRM would naturally benefit.
There have already been massive
business ventures and shipping of
thousands of Vietnamese to America along with thousands of Viet
Cong (communists) to infiltrate
into Mexico and into every strategic area of the United States--ready
to blow every ma’or bridge and
dam--particularly aiong the length
of the Mississippi River.
Kerry, many POW-MIA activists
thought from the start, was an odd
choice for chairman of the Senate
select committee, since he had
never previous1 shown any interest in the POIv -MIA issue, although he is himself a Vietnam
veteran. In any case, after serving
in Vietnam, he joined with Vietnam veterans opposing the war and
gained some notoriety by throwing
his millitary medals over the White
House fence.
Long before his selection to head
the select committee, Kerr was on
record

tions” to Kerry and Sen. Claiborne
Pell (D-RI.), chairman of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee,
b former Secretary of Defense
cylark M. Clifford, a Democratic
Part insider deeply enmeshed in
the 4;CC1 scandal, may have cost
him his job as chief investigator of
Kerry’s subcommittee, a post he
held from 1987 to 1989.

While the Select Committee on
POW’s and MIA’s was rendered
virtual1 useless in resolving the
issue or the missing American servicemen with the selection of
Kerry as its chairman, it was hoped
by POW-MIA activists that it could
still play a forceful role if it had an
active vice chairman, a slot alloted
for the Republicans on the panel.

MEETING IN BALI

The original bill setting up the select committee was introduced in
the Senate by Sen. Bob Smith (RN.H.), a longtime critic of the
U.S. government’s handling of the
POW-MIA issue, and it was hoped
Smith would be the committee vice
chariman.

The mysterious Aspen Institute’s
interest in pressing for the lifting
of the trade embargo became
known following a meeting held in
February, 1990 in Bali, Indonesia,
which was attended by several
U . S . congressmen, senators, academicians and “influential businessmen”.
Also attending were
what one Congressman in attendance described as “to -ranking
Vietnamese government 0!kicials” .
The U.S. delegation to the Bali
conference was financed by the
Aspen Institute’s Indochina Project, based in Washington.
The
Indochina Project is chaired by
former Sen. Dick Clark (D-Iowa),
a one-term liberal who was elected
to the Senate in 1972 and was
ousted by former Iowa Lt. Gov.
:;+I;
Jepsen, a Republican, in
.
a
IN
1974, THE LIBERAL AMERICANS FOR DEMOCRATIC ACTION GAVE CLARK A HIGH 95
PERCENT FAVORABLE VOTING RECORD.

He recently gained national attention as chairman of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee’s Subcommittee on Terrorism, Narcotics
and
International
Operations.
During an appearance before the
subcommittee,
which was televised, former subcommittee staffer
Washington attorney Jack A. Blum
accused the Bush administration of
soft-pedaling the Justice Department inquiry into the multibilliondollar swindle involving the Bank
of Credit and Commerce International (BCCI).

Part of the meeting was
geared to the use of Cam Ranh Bay
m Vietnam
Cam Ranh
Bay was a ma’or U.S. base in
South Vietnam during the Vietnam
War. Since the takeover of South
Vietnam by the communists, the
base has been used by the Soviets
and many shiploads of Viet Cong
were directly shipped to Mexico to
move into the U.S.

Afterward, Blum also revealed that
“lobbying and financial contribu-

BACK TO THE
-pc)W

ANOTHER MAJOR “SPONSOR”
OF THE MEETING WAS THE

3
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However, Senate Minority Leader
Robert Dole (R-Kan.), who will
make the selection, has indicated
he favors former Sen. John McCain
(Keating
Five/pro-Israel
First!) (R-Ariz.) for the post.
Although a former POW of the
North Vietnamese, McCain is also
part of the Senate crowd that favors lifting the trade embargo with
Vietnam and normalizing relations
with the Red state.
Another pro-“lifting the trade embargo” legislator,
Sen. Frank
Murkowski (R-Alaska), is cura resolution in
rent1 sponsorin
a
the d enate,
pushing to
lift the embargo.
Murkowski, during the administration of President Ronald Reagan,
chaired hearings on the POW-MIA
issue, which turned out to be designed more to debunk information
concerning live POW sightings in
Southeast Asia than to investigate
them.
At the time, Murkowski’s credentials included membership in the
Veterans of Foreign Wars (VFW).
He was exposed as never having
served in any foreign war, and the
VFW was forced to drop him from
its membership rolls.
POW-MIA activist groups across
the country began a massive etition cam aign, opposing the cfropping of tl!e trade embargo, but how
much good do you think tt will do?
The have just proved what they
thin E of your opinions.

#5

Activists and Vietnam veterans are
enraged that, among other things,
Kerry would propose dropping the
embargo after Vietnam just named
as its new prime minister Vo Van
Kiet, who served on the Central
Committee of the communist Party
of South Vietnam durin the war
and was thus responsib Ke for directin the military activities of the
Viet E ong, Kiet is accused of massive war crimes,

. W.

COLORED MONEY
Don’t put away your attention to
the “colored currency”.
It is not
over nor has it one anywhere.
Also beware of ti e new “fiber”
money for it simpl instantly takes
our photograph, Jmgerprints, etc.
Pt is NOT, as claimed, for stopping
counterfeiters--nor is it for stoppin the drug trade.
The drug
tra f ers are now almost 100% into
GOLD! This is courtesy of our
Government to large extent and the
substance is shipped in massive
amounts through the Philippines
and on to London for exchange.
Please note that the U.S. bases are
now being handed over to the
Communists in the Philippines;
Subic Bay, as well as Clark Base-with equipment intact.

3,000
1968
POW-MIA and veterans groups are
just a tad confused since the
Congress is holding Human Rights
hearings to determine if Iraqi
President Saddam Hussein should
be tried for war crimes, including
the mistreatment of American Gulf
War POW’s.
Children of the
world--if you do not wake u
NOW, it will simply be TO 8
LATE! So be it.

The colored notegere
waiting--for
MONEY SWITCH!

RUSSIAN PSYCHICS
Many inquiries have arrived regardmg recent wide-spread publications of scientific articles regarding the causing of the San
Francisco earthquake--by Russian
psychics.

“.

You can tell the intent by what
happens--the plan is to circulate the
“fiber” bills alongside the older
bills--well, the older bills can still
be counterfeited, can they not?
Watch the hand for it js so much
quicker than the lips.

This is information now being sent
out through Bulgaria which indicate that the Russians have been
training ps chits to create natural
disasters Por some 50 YEARS.
Yes, that portion of the statement
However,
sychics did
is true.
NOT cause the ea rti quake--Russian Cosmospheres
caused the
quake just as they--in conjunction
with your own Elite--plan to wreck
the coast of California by blowing
the San Andreas Fault (at this date
scheduled to happen on the 17th of
this month of September).

Now you are running out of time
for protection. You are now soon
going to lose the privacy of cash
and the privilege of transferring
any funds offshore. Within a very
short time purchases over very
nominal sums of $25 to $50 are on
the way out right now. This is for
ou who think it is safe “offshore”.
r n preparation for this Draconian
system of controlling your economic lives, the Globalists have
very slowly removed more and
more of the cash notes from doThis gradual
mestic circulation.
reduction of cash has forced you to
plastic mone without even realizHA 4 E YOU TRIED TO
;&Iu’ SAY $7 to $10 THOUSAND IN CASH FROM YOUR
BANK LATELY?
THEY ACT

“,

”

Let us see what the remaining consensus of the articles say: 27re

.
4
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AS IF MONEY IS AN UNHEARD OF COMMODITY AND
ALMOST HAVE A BREAKDOWN IF YOU DEMAND
CASH.
So, let us speak of that “hidden”
facility for printing all those nice
The facility is
beauteous bills.
hidden and no-one owns up to
where it is located. So, here for
you, is its location: It is near
Haslet, Texas, a tin community
north of Ft. Worth. Iyt is located at
9000 Blue Mound Road, 4 miles
north of the Federal Aviation Administration’s facility in Meacham
Field. There are no signs leading
to the facility even though there are
over 800 employees. Visitors are
most unwelcome!
The printing of bills in denominations of $20~~ $50~ and $100~ is
extremely limited which forces the
public to use nothing but ones,
fives and tens to conduct their
normal cash business--making it
grossly difficult to pay large bills,
etc. Any old style notes will become worthless within a given
number of days not to exceed 90
days.
Cash in small notes will be doled
out only upon presentation of your
Social Security card and/or other
national “approved” I.D. card.
When you are doled out your
monthly allotment of cash, there
will be NO MORE ISSUED! In
other words, the federal authorities
are going to restrict (through banking regulations) the amount of cash
that can be doled out to citizens
each month.
The “second” currency is now
printed and can be issued at any
time during the 90’s, depending
upon when the surprise can best be
launched for maximum enforcement--hopefully in such a time as,
say, massive natural disruption-like earthquakes along the San Andreas, etc. Why? Because the
major banking computer systems
are in Los Angeles and San Francisco and the national economy
flow will go down for weeks
and/or months which will bring
total chaos. I surely do hope some
of you can accurate1 count well
for the 17th approac 41es quickly-almost too quickly to even convert
against gold.

Once this second currency is issued
from the Ft. Worth plant you will
have a “two-level” current s ,$e;
for there will be a ,yDOLE!
I33kAE::
and an EXTERNAL
The exchange value of the internal
dollar, in which you hold your
savings, will become instantly devalued including all money market
funds, Treasury bills, bonds and
Treasury notes, cash balances,
certificates of deposit and so on
will all be classified as “internal
dollars”. There will be a dual exthan e rate system and these rates
will Fiuctuate in opposite directions
for the internal and external dollar.
The U.S. will have domestically
what will be known
Dollars held in Europe
will not be blocked, because they
are not under control of the U.S.
Treasury Department.
However,
those who hold Dollars overseas
will find total blockage of being
able to retrieve the funds regardless of the value in most instances.

a
a

These plans to issue a “second currency” explain the shipments of
U.S. cash notes in large bulk
quantities by the Federal Reserve
s stem to the East Bloc nations of
8 zechoslovakia, Hungary, Poland
and to the Soviet Union. These
greenbacks will continue to circulate in those countries and will be
honored by all institutions, except
back in the good old U.S.! In the
U.S. the will be useless. In other
words, tiley will continue to circulate outside the U.S. at their full
exchange value on the o en market. Soviet citizens will t!lerefore,
be protected against devaluation.
Incredible?
Of course, and the
know you will NOT believe it wi Y1
happen--that is the assumption
Vol.
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upon which the
tions--THAT

base all their ac-

The disap earance of these notes
domestical Py then confirms that the
second currency will be issued as
part of a plan to lower the living
standards of the U.S. and help
merge your country into a World
Government in which you are
equal economic partners with the
Soviet Union. You will be equal
in terms of political status and
equal in terms of economic living
standards--in other words--slaves
to the New World Order.

Please do not come to
these ones and say you were unwarned nor iven some method of
protection. ii e intent is to take all
assets so the only ossible use of
funds will be in bui Pding structures
and laying aside foods, etc., i.e.,
using borrowing power against
gold as collateral--and that is even
a risk for total recovery but at least
the funds will be at use for your
security and a place to go to eat
and possibly survive. It is so late
in the game now, however, that I
concern that you have time to
complete transactions before the
collapse. You ones wait and wait
and denounce and complain while
Rome burns to the ground! So be
it.
Dharma, I need you elsewhere. I
will speak to you re arding the legal problems a bit fater today. I
think the adversary bit off more
than he is going to want to chew at
this encounter. By the way, if Mr.
Horn and the photographer are
later than absolute 2:00 p.m,, you
may bar his entrance if you like. I
believe, however, that we shall
welcome him and make a statement
for the entire world to receive for
we shall have reporters, photographers, writers, World Intelligence Review and Insider’s Report
present, as well as publishers and
distributors.
We shall most certainly make the guest most comfortable in every manner possible.

Good day.
Hatonn to clear please. God bless
you each and all. I especially ask
Grace and Love unto the diaspora
Jews who will1 be bombarded this
giving
week
into
incredible
amounts of money to sup ort their
own demise.
May J od have
mercy. Beware also, ou who face

and

The instructions to the “servants”
of the “faith” are demanded by the
Talmud in the Book of Nedarim,
23a-23b as follows:

*

16
a

do

cal. Even Christian Churches have
now taken up tolling their bells in
honor of the start of Yom Kippur-as a gesture of “good will”--to
sound the Kol Nidre, traditionally
the start of Yom Kippur. Do YOU
believe this to be accidental stuidity? I jest not for you are being
Ped to the slaughter right down the
PRIMROSE PATH!

As I come to write this day, I wish
to share a t pica1 letter which is
received “in z md” every day:

6
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Please do not distress ourselves
Tii e Knight
with this nonsense.
organization doesn’t like Hatonn
for I confronted them. I also reou that I have said, if
mind
unchec Eed, the “New Age Moveour
ment”, in itself, can destro
Further,
as S!IP PU
world.
ODYSSEY was written, several
copies of the script were given to
Shirley MacLaine for first refusal
of the lead roll. Shirley had pulled
away completely from the Knight
organization and there were some
hard feelings.
Early on, the
Knight organization refused to
carry anything related to the
Phoenix material.
God always
asks you to discern in all things-nothing is refused to your searching and in the end, ultimately,
Truth will be that which prevails.
They do us great service if it is to
“expose” us for we most surely do
hope so for our intent is to bring
Truth to ALL and the more exposure, the more people can have the
Yes, I too, believe it is
Truth.
about time for some “heads to roll”
and “truth to ring”--for those who
have misled the people of God
shall expose themselves--it requires
nothing on an of my one’s part. I
have even o h ered Ramtha direct
communication with myself as I
had with “Bashar”. “Bashar” has
never come back for a second discourse and Knight never even responds to the message. What does
that tell you?
Does this mean that that material is
evil or tainted? That is certainly
for you to discern for selves--I find
some brilliant truths within the
speakings. I also find grave errors
and the first is “safety”. You cannot have flooding from great tidal
waves all the wa into Nebraska,
dear ones, and N 6 T have the area
of “Ramtha” not get wet! I suggest

#5

that all ones LOOK at your geography--not even Ramtha can kee
water from running downhil !
Neither do I believe that Ramtha
can keep those volcanoes from
erupting *when they are *triggered
for eruption--I suggest it isf;;rn;;z
begin ‘thinking” clear1
gives unto you, REAS d N! So be
It, for I bless all ones for the gifts
they give unto us and ours--for
there are great lessons to be gained
from ALL circumstances.
We have no stable of fine race
horses to sell from self-labeled
business ventures--nor do we secret
with only the elite of the entertainment world--in fact, we would
never divulge the privacy of any
from the public eye in respect for
their own security and privacy.
We have only two things to offer
you--a way to safety and a call to
God. If this is not enough then
you shall have to find solace with
those who offer vou great advan-

tage

LET US SPEAK OF
“NAVNA
According to a message I have
here, atmospheric patterns, locked
into an abnormal position over
many parts of the Northern Hemisphere, have produced a variet of
weird weather this summer. C41ina
and some parts of Southeast Asia
have experienced the worst flooding this century; 0 den, Utah,
yesterday experienc elf the worst
floodin in 135 years--while California !I ad its coolest summer in
memor and into a sixth year of
horren dous drought. On the other
side of North America,
the
metropolitan areas of New York
City and Philadelphia were in the
grips of the hottest summer since
World War II. The major cause of
these anomalies appears to have
been an area of high barometric
pressure that has remained locked
above the northern central Pacific
at the International Date Line.

sponsible but “no one can understand the incredibly widespread
pattern of unusual happenmgs .
This past week (end:9/6), another
strong quake shook Tokyo and
other areas of eastern coastal Japan
from a massive epicenter beneath
the seabed offshore. Quakes were
also noted in eastern Romania and
northern coastal Peru.

The material, however, is truth but
I might get defrocked for obscenity. I assure you that I will be unable to restrain myself from occasionally using a lot of this man’s
message as we go alon . I will,
however, ive you the %ack cover
comments %y the author:

”
Further heav rains from storms
threaten Cam41odia with more severe flooding. Thousands of people already were made homeless by
floods in late Au st, and vast
tracts of agricultur aYlands are still
The United Nations
submerged.
airlifted 30,000 sandbags to Phnom
Penh to hel protect the tit from
the worst Roods on recor CTalong
the Mekong River.
Guatemala, Nicaragua, and El Salvador began
a
Each nation has plans to black out
arts of its population on a rotating
Iiasis for two to three hours a day.
In drou ht-stricken Guatemala, the
Nationa K Electricity institute said
its new rationing program will
continue through September and
may be extended if rains do not
return soon.
I HIGHLY SUGGEST YOU ALL
REREAD
“REVELATION’‘--IT
DOES NOT SAY “WHO” WILL
BRING THESE THINGS UPON
THE
EARTH--JUST
THAT
THEY WILL COME UPON
YOU. JUST ABOUT ALL THE
PROPHECIES MIGHT BE GOOD
READING THIS WEEK AND
NEXT AS THE ELITE GET
READY FOR THE BIG POWER
PLAY.
GOOD LUCK--I HOPE
RAMTHA
AND
COMPANY
HAVE SOME GOOD SOLUTIONS FOR YOU LEST YOUR
TOES GET WET, SCORCHED,
BROKEN OR STOMPED.
Then for follow-on “entertainment”
I suggest ou get one more book,
PARLIAMENT OF WHORES by
P.J. O’Rourke.
It is a book I

x:
x

”

”
BCCI AND BASEL BANKERS
Questions still overflow re arding
the Banks and S&L’s. BC c!l is the
one which is most attended because
it seems to represent such big
crime.
You haven’t seen an
“crime” yet--tr the Bank whit i
deliberately pul red down their own
entity, BCCI. This is the superna-

This also produced a rare drought

rather wish I could have written

tional Bank for International Set-

for Alaskans near Nome and
record heat in the Alaskan interior.
The strongest solar outbreak in 30
years, which erupted in earl June,
IS blamed as being partia r ly re-

for it is handled in such manner as
to give great laughter and insight
into the workings of the U.S.
through in-depth attempts to explain the entire U.S. Government.

tlements (BIS) in Basel, Switzerland--the
way, when it all
shakes out you will have a mana ing branch of that bank in the U. 8 .
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It will not be the U.S. elected government which will be the enforcers for the BIS, it will be the
privately owned (by them) Federal
Reserve with the nice enforcement
officers of the IRS.

U.S. government has increased.
Three days after seizing BCCI, the
BIS appointed New York Federal
Reserve President E. Gerald Corri an as the new chairman of the
”E ooke Committee”.

Take a deep breath, now, for it
will be a while before you will
enjoy the next. The Fed offtcials
told Sen. John Kerr ‘s (yes, same
one) Senate Foreign f; elations Subcommittee
on
Narcotics
that
Congress must rapidly pass the
Fed’s “Foreign Bank Su ervision
Enhancement Act” (S. l&9)
face a
Fed’s “BCCI bill”, also called
“Garn-Kerry”, would turn the $20
billion BCCI bankruptcy into a
gain of wildly

On Aug. 6, President George Bush
confirmed the a ointment of the
Fed’s other Bfi re resentative,
William Taylor ( es, trle same), to
head the Federal 46eposit Insurance
Corp. The Fed and Bush forced
out retiring FDIC chief William
Seidman (but not to worry, he did
plenty of damage while he had
control--like allowing buyouts of
banks by on1 “good” assets and
leaving you- x e-taxpayers to bail
out the ‘bad” “stuff ), and have
put the bank insurance, and hence
the savings, of the American people in the hands of the BIS.

In addition to the bill, the Fed officials demanded more regulatory
power for “the Base1 Committee of
the BIS, which is setting up the exchange that is needed”.
All BIS
central banks plan to “change their
country’s laws to conform with the
decisions of the Base1 Committee”.
This, of course, is at the pronouncement of the Committee of
300 headed by the Royal Family of
England.

Why did the BIS do this cute trick?
“To demonstrate that our coordination and control gets results.
We have shown that we can have a
$20 Billion bank go belly u --and
not even a ripple! ” said ii obert
Bench, now a Washington director
of Price Waterhouse, former U.S.
Comptroller ofr the Currency, and
as such a Cooke Committee member for many yae..~. “It was the
coordmatton
cooperation
among the BIS Cooke Committee
that led to the BCCI exposures,”
he also said.

You think ou aren’t “really” inXIell, Federal Reserve
volved?
General Counsel J. Virgil Mattingly, Jr. and Fed Bank Supervision Director William Taylor told
the Senate on Aug. 1 that the complex scandal over the BCCI would
result in reat and wondrous power
for this ”B IS”.
The Fed should know. Taylor has
been U.S. delegate to the BIS
Committee on Bank Supervision,
called the “Basel” or “Cooke
Committee”, for years. The Cooke
Committee was run from 197588
b Bank of England official Peter
3 ooke, who then moved to the
Price Waterhouse accounting firm.
It was he who wrote the June 1991
Price Waterhouse accounting report on BCCI, which resulted in
the seizure by the Bank of England
and other central banks of BCCI
offices in 69 countries on July 5.
Still think it was a move against
“crime”?
Since then, the BIS grip over the

The oint is, World, that you are
in R fzAL TROUBLE! I have no
more s ace to outlay more at this
sitting 1ut will take up the ongoing
scenario when we pen again. Dr.
John Coleman has, or will be,
giving you a full accounting in his
s
and/or
I do sincerely
hope you will gain that valuable
source of information.
America West will be starting a
newspaper ver shortly wherein we
can garner in rormation from severa1 valid sources which I know to
be valid. We have sim ly run out
of s ace to share al that you
MU !!T have to get through these
days ahead.
please.
standby,
Hatonn
to
Dharma, I have several pieces of
personal response we must get finished. We also have a great group
of reporters and publications peo1
H
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ple to walk through and ins ect,
while photographing, the dwelPing.
We have Dr. Coleman for the
above named reports,
and the
&e
only
representative we couldn’t get here
on time is the head of our Constitutional Law Center but I’m sure
we can “fill in” via recorder and
Camcorder.
Perhaps these intruders would like to recite the Kol
Nidre in unison for the reporters!
God can be quite creative if you
but give Him ear and voice. In
love I stand with ye ones.
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